The OMC Storehouse
“So he gathered . . . up in every City the food of the elds that surrounded them”

“Preparing, Planting & Mentoring”
Updated - Q4 2021
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Background
The OMC Storehouse concept began over ve years ago as several in the area began to grapple with unfolding events
that were recognized from the Holy Scriptures as things that would proceed the return of the King. It is patterned
after the pioneering work that Joseph did under Pharaoh before the great famine foretold by the Lord. Like him the
Church is not to be caught unawares of the times in which we live (1 Thess 5:4-6) and as the sons of Issachar we
should discern the times to know what to do (1 Chron 12:32). Consider just a couple of things now unfolding, which
were recorded for us over a thousand years ago that would precede the return of the King.
• The regathering of the Jews to their land . . . Is 5:26; Mk 13:28
• Knowledge shall increase . . . Dan 12:4
• Great falling away when men call evil good and good evil . . . 2 Pt 3:3
Wealth was created by God for the bene cial purpose of His creation. He does use it (Pr 13:22). It is in the place of
its assignment and when used for its intended purpose brings glory to Him. Sadly, there are many examples of how
men get caught up in the use of it (1 Tim 6:10; Mk 4:19) for their pleasures which breeds all sorts of wickedness. The
global nancial markets are driven by fear and greed, which are not from God and will be judged (Rev 18:17). The
OMC Storehouse is designed to move wealth back into its alignment with its purpose through a Community Based
Wealth Model (“CBWM”) where it is better able to “establish His covenant” (Dt 8:18).
Our rst step was to revisit God’s intention for wealth which is more fully discussed in the paper “End Times Wealth
Runway.

Process
Because wealth together with people has a Kingdom purpose we should think about wealth using a faith model that
basically looks like this. If there is a need then we must seek the Kingdom of God for the provision of the need (Mt
6:25-34). On the other hand if wealth shows up we should also seek the need it was intended for (Dt 8:18; Pr 8:20-22)
In God’s Kingdom He is the bank (that will never lack, Is 50:2) and we are simply serving Him by moving it to its
assignment (2 Kings 12:14-15). Therefore, we do not accumulate wealth to store it up, but to move it to its assignment
at the Spirit’s direction. We are an investment conduit not an investment source. If someone brings the OMC
Storehouse wealth to disperse as more fully explained below we must look for its assignment, and if we become aware
of needs we look for the wealth to be supplied for the need.
The principles apply at the micro or local level in wealth generation and purpose also. Consider Eccl 5:8 for example.
Here in the OMC at the local or county level we have three broad areas (Kingdom Based Initiatives “KBI’s”) we are
seeking to align our needs to, which our outlined below.
• CityAssist (Rescue & Benevolence) - There is a general inclination or act of benevolence (poor, widow,
orphans, displaced) encouraged by God for all people to assist others as they move through various trials in life.
These tribulations may for a season be beyond the ability of the individual or speci c group to deal with.
However, God has not intended for this to be a perpetual state of an individual or speci c groups existence.
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Therefore, we believe benevolence includes practical assistance as well as a path of restoration and healing
whatever the circumstances. The US founding fathers called this “calculated compassion”. Consider: Judges
19:18-21
• CityEquip (Equip & Launch) - We are to help transition people from assistance/benevolence by equipping
them for their God given destinies (Eph 4:12). The equipping track process must be shepherded/mentored by
fathers and mothers who care, so individuals/groups in need are moved to individuals/groups that help.
Consider: 1 Cor 4:15; Acts 19:8-9; Dt 15:1; Jer 29:11; Jn 17:17-23
• CityDestiny (Plant & Mentor) - The next step in this process is to take people who have been restored and
equipped and guide them into their God given destinies to be fruitful. This too is a shepherding/mentoring
process that involves wise council as they move out into the process of engaging their destiny. Consider: Heb
5:13-14, Philipp 3:12
To deliver wealth into these purposes we use 3 basic ways which are outlined below:
• Donations - donations are simply resources donated for use within the ministry and are tax deductible for tax
reporting purposes.
• Millennial Kingdom Lines of Credit - These are traditional lines of credit (minimum of $5,000) that carry
a coupon rate of 4% and have a 7 or 50 year term and other features that are more fully described in the note.
This funding vehicle is only available in the CityDestiny step.
• Charitable Remainder Annuity Trusts - Are trusts that allow a taxable deduction by the donor in the year
of donation and carry a residual rate of return and term at which time the donation is retained by the charity
G62, which acts as the trustee. These rates and terms are more fully described in the trust documents. This
funding vehicle is only available in the CityDestiny step.
Donors can suggest a preference or split for their funds use (ie City- Assist / Equip / Destiny), but the nal disposition
is determined by the advisory council over the county effort.

OMC Storehouse Protocol
Oversight and accountability for the proper use of these funds will fall to the county Elders in the OMC, which will
seek out faithful men and women of character (Acts 6:3-4) with proven ability to steward the assets of the Kingdom in
their respective counties.

The OMC Storehouse is af liated with the Fishes & Loaves Storehouse Network
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